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We prove necessary and sutlicient conditions on cp: IWd + iw, cp # 0 a.e., so that the 
operator S = A + 2cp-‘Vq .V, Dam(S) = Cp(Wd), has exactly one self-adjoint 
extension on L2(1Wd; cp* ‘dx) which generates a (sub-)Markovian semigroup on 
L*(UV’; cp* ‘dx). These conditions are shown to be always fulfilled if d = 1 and are 
verified for a large class of functions cp if d > 1. We also prove an intinite 
dimensional analogue of this result where aBd is replaced by some topological vector 
space E and the Lebesgue measure dx by a Gaussian measure p. The role of A is 
taken by some Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator with general linear drift and 
Dam(S) = bounded smooth cylinder functions. Both results are derived as special 
cases from a general “perturbation” result. We also give the corresponding 
probabilistic version; i.e., we prove uniqueness for the associated martingale 
problem. We present in some detail applications to the case where cp is a ground 
state of a Hamiltonian in quantum field theory settling a problem which has been 
open for some time. Furthermore, we apply our results to prove uniqueness (in 
distribution) of the diffusion first constructed by G. Jona-Lasinio and P. K. Mitter 
for the stochastic quantization of 8(Q),-field theory. f: 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a Dirichlet form (SE, D(&E)) on L’(E; p) of type (closure of) 
Here E is a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space which is 
Souslinean and (for simplicity) whose strong dual E’ is metrizable. SC: 
denotes the bounded smooth cylinder functions on E and p is a positive 
(finite) measure on E. H is a separable Hilbert space such that 
E’ c H’ z H c E densely and continuously, which should be thought of as 
a tangent space to E at each point. Vu: E + E’c H is the Gateaux 
derivative of U. These forms have been studied intensively in recent years. 
We refer, e.g., to [K82, AR90a, b, AR89a], in particular for the corre- 
sponding background literature. For cp: E + R, cp # 0 ,u-a.e., and ii := ‘p2 .~1, 
let (Sj, D(&‘&)) be defined as the closure of a$(~, v)=jE (Vu, Vv),dii, 
24, VESC~, on L2(E, p), and assume there exists a dense linear subspace 
Kc E’ (c Hc E) consisting of elements for which a partial integration 
formula holds for p (cf. 1.1, 1.4 below). Let L(&$) and L(Se) denote the 
negative definite self-adjoint operators on L2(E; p) resp. L*(E, ji) associated 
to (SE, D(bE)) resp. (Be, 0(&i)) and let FCr(K) denote those elements in 
Ytcr with base in K. 
In this paper we study the following problem [F80, Sect. 2.3, Wi85, 
T85]: 
Suppose L(dz) is uniquely determined by its values on 
PC?(K) in the class of all Dirichlet operators on L*(E; cl) 
(i.e., those self-adjoint operators on L2(E; ,u) whose associated 
quadratic form is a Dirichlet form or equivalently the 
associated semigroup T, := erL(e), t > 0, on L2(E; ,u) is 
(sub-)Markovian). Is the same true for L(Se) as an operator 
on L*(E; j)? (0.2) 
Relining a technique by Takeda [T85] and combining it with results and 
methods from [AR90a, AKR90], we prove a necessary and sufficient 
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condition on cp so that the answer is yes, provided LED (and cp 
satisfies (2.1) for all k E K, cf. Corollary 2.6 below). This condition, e.g., 
holds if cp E o(&‘$ (cf. Theorem 2.3 below). We also give an explicit 
description of the form domain o(&‘z) in this case (cf. (1.20), (1.9)). We 
have the relation 
L(d~)=L(do,)+2~-‘(V~,V. )H; (0.3 1 
note that cp - l . Vq can be very irregular since cp is allowed to have zeros 
(or infinities) on a p-zero set. After having obtained these abstract results 
we devote the major part of this paper to its applications and probabilistic 
consequences. 
In order to have a priori uniqueness for L(bE) in the sense of (0.2) we 
take p = dx (= Lebesgue measure on [Wd) if dim E < co, E = [Wd say, and p 
a Gaussian measure, if dim E = co. In the first case L(B’$ is then the 
Laplacian A, in the latter L(dz) is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, whose 
drift term is given by some linear operator. (Note that here H is not 
necessarily the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of CL; in other words 
(E, H, p) need not be an abstract Wiener space.) In these two cases 
operators of type (0.3) are called generalized Schriidinger operators since for 
“nice” cp they are unitary equivalent to a Schrodinger operator (cf. [AH- 
KSt77, AH-K77a, C79a, b, Wi85, T85,90] and Section 5(b) below). In the 
case dim E = cc and p is Gaussian, we prove for a large class of tangent 
spaces H that t(&E) is indeed unique in the sense of (0.2) (cf. below, 
Proposition A.1 for p with covariance operators having discrete spectrum 
and Proposition 3.2 for non-discrete spectra, but with p, H satisfying 
(3.6), (3.7)). 
The organization of this article is as follows. 
In Section 1 (in order to keep this paper reasonably self-contained) we 
give a description of our framework and those results from [AKR90] 
which are crucial for this work. In Section 2 we prove the abstract unique- 
ness result explained above. The results of Section 3 are essential for the 
applications in Section 5(b), but they are also of independent interest. 
Namely, we prove that if p is Gaussian and H is such that “Meyer’s equiv- 
alence” (for s = 1, cf. [Me82]) still holds, then for p >, 2 the Sobolev space 
HiP(E; p) := completion of SC? w.r.t. I(uI( ,,p := [j (IlVull c + 1~41~) dp]“” 
coincides with {u E Dom(dq) n LP(E; p) 1 ,,/qu E LP(E; p)}. 
This is then proved to hold, in particular if p is the free (time-zero) quan- 
tum field and H= L’(lR; dx), using [R88a, b] and a recent generalization 
of Meyer’s equivalence due to I. Shigekawa [Sh90]. 
In the remaining four sections we present applications. We start in Sec- 
tion 4 with the finite dimensional case, i.e., E = [Wd, p= dx, and L(&‘z) = d. 
We first prove that if cp E Lf,,(lRd; dx) and Vq E L;b,( lRd -+ IIF’; dx) for some 
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p, qE [2, CO] with l/p + l/q = l/2 then L(bi) is uniquely determined on 
C,“(I?) in the sense of (0.2). We also prove that if d= 1, the above condi- 
tion with p = co, q = 2 is also necessary. For d> 1 we have a characteriza- 
tion of all functions cp such that L(6:) is unique in the sense of (0.2) (cf. 
4.3(iii)(b) below). Subsequently, we pass to the infinite dimensional case. In 
Section 5(a) we settle a problem left open in [AKR90] (see also CARgOb]) 
by proving that for each k E K the two (a priori) different ypes of so-called 
one-component forms (cf. (1.9), (1.11) below) actually coincide. In 
Section 5(b) we apply our abstract uniqueness result to the case where 40 
is the ground state of a Schriidinger operator of type H,, + V on L*(E; p) 
where, e.g., p is the free (time-zero) quantum field, H, is the free 
Hamiltonian of quantum field theory, and I’ is a renormalized polynomial 
(with space cut-off). Thus we obtain that H,+2q-‘(Vq, V .)” is unique 
in the sense of (0.2), which settles a problem raised in [AH-K75, 77a, b]. 
Extending results in [AH-K751 we also clarify in detail the relation of our 
kind of uniqueness with I. Segal’s results on essential self-adjointness of 
H,, + V (cf. [Se69, 701). In Section 5 we present the probabilistic version of 
our uniqueness result. We show that if L(Se) is unique in the sense of 
(0.2) then the associated diffusion process constructed in [AR89a] (see 
also [Sch90]) is the unique (in distribution) p-symmetric Hunt process 
satisfying the martingale problem for (L(&‘$); @C:(K)) or equivalently 
satisfying the stochastic equation (6.4) below. This is even new in the finite 
dimensional case when combined with the results in Section 4. In Section 7 
we give another application in infinite dimensions, i.e., to the stochastic 
quantization of field theory in the sense of [J-LM85]. Let H,, UE R, 
denote the (“Neumann”) Sobolev spaces of order a on some fixed open 
rectangle /1 in [w*. We consider the free space-time quantum field p on A 
and q as in [J-LM85] with E := H-,, 6 > 0 fixed, and the various tangent 
spaces H,, tl> 0. We start with proving in detail that the main result in 
[J-LM85] can also be derived from the general results in [AR89a, b] 
which were obtained using a different technique, namely the theory of 
Dirichlet forms. More precisely, we prove the existence of a weak solution 
(taking values in He6) of a stochastic differential equation which (slightly 




x, = Z(EH-6). 
Here a>O, CI> 1 -h/2, (WT),ro is an H-,-valued Brownian motion with 
covariance given by H-, and 12 0 a coupling constant. We can even relax 
the assumption on c1 to ~12 0 and u > 1 - 6 if (0.4) is interpreted properly 
(cf. Theorem 7.3 below). In [J-LM85], the case 6 = 1, a := 1 -E, with 
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0 <E < l/2 was proved. Then we apply our results of Section 2 and prove 
that the corresponding operator L(b>“) is unique in the sense of (0.2) if in 
addition tl > 0, hence obtaining uniqueness (in distribution) for the solution 
of (0.4) in this case by the results in Section 6. In particular, it follows that 
our solution of (0.4) is equivalent to that constructed in [J-LM85]. In our 
presentation of this section we illustrate the entirely different roles of the 
state space E = H--d and the various tangent spaces H,. The influence of 
the latter is also clearly reflected by the form of (0.4). 
The main difference between the applications in Sections 5(b) and 7 is 
that in the latter the covariance operator of the initial Gaussian measure 
p has discrete spectrum while in Section 5(b) it does not. This requires us 
to develop different techniques in order to prove the applicability of our 
abstract uniqueness result proved in Section 2 (i.e., Theorem 2.3) to both 
cases. The techniques developed in this paper to prove Theorem 2.3 also 
provide a (rigorous) proof of a Cameron-Martin-Girsanov-Maruyama 
type formula for diffusions with infinite dimensional state spaces (cf. [F82] 
for the case dim E< cc). This is the content of a second paper jointly with 
S. Albeverio (cf. [ARZ90]). 
For the reader’s convenience the three different types of applications in 
Sections 4, 5(b), and 7 are written entirely independently from one another. 
The main results of this paper have been presented uring the conference 
“Stochastic Calculus and Quantum Field Theory” held at Nagoya, March 
19-24, 1990. 
1. FRAMEWORK AND UNDERLYING BACKGROUND RESULTS 
In this section we describe our framework and recall the main results of 
[AKR90] (cf. Theorems 1.4, 1.9 below) which are essential for this work. 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space over R 
which is a Souslin space (i.e., the continuous image of a Polish space) with 
dual E’. Let 93(E) be its Bore1 o-algebra and fl a finite positive measure on 
(E, &f(E)). Define for Kc E’ the linear space 
F-C,“(K) := {f(Zl, . . . . Z,)ImEN,feC~(Rm), I,, . . . . l,eK} (1.0) 
and set 
cFc; := FC,“(E’) (1.1) 
Here CF(rWm) denotes the set of all infinitely differentiable (real-valued) 
functions on TV” such that all partial derivatives are bounded. We denote 
the corresponding set of p-classes by @C:(K). (Note that if supp p # E, 
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two different elements in FC;(K) might belong to the same class in 
SC,“(K).) By [AR90a, Remark 3.11, @tcF is dense in- (real) L2(E; p). 
Now let for k E E and u E FCF 
$(z):=$~(z+sk)J~co, z E E. (1.2) 
Provided 
au au -=- 
c3k ak 
,u-a.e. if u, v E SC; with u = v p-a.e., (1.3) 
d/ak defines a linear operator on L’(E; 1~) with domain 3C.p. For 
k E E\ { 0} choose a “complementing subspace” Ek, i.e., a closed subspace 
of E such that E=E,OkR. For each ZEE, z=x+sk, where XEE~, s~lw 
are uniquely determined. Let rck: E + Ek be the canonical projection. Since 
E and Ek are Souslinean we can disintegrate ,u w.r.t. Q: E + Ek; i.e., there 
exists a kernel Pk : Ek x B(R) + [O, l] such that for all U: E --, [0, co [, 
W( E)-measurable 
j, u(Z) ,ddz) = jEk jR 4x + Sk) PktX> h) vk(dx), (1.4) 
where v k :=pofr;l (i.e., the image measure of p under Rk). Pk( ., ds) is 
vk-a.e. uniquely determined. Correspondingly, L’(E; cc) can be written as a 
direct integral of L2-spaces over R: 
L*(E; fl) = j” L2@; Pk(X, ds)) Vk(dX) (1.5) 
in the sense that each u E L*(E; p) corresponds to a “measurable field of 
vectors” (w.r.t. p) (u,),, Ek where U, :=u(x+ .k), xo Ek (cf. [AR90a] for 
details and references). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let k E E. k is called well-p-admissible if k = 0 or if 
for vk’a.e., X E Ek, pk(x, &) = pp(x, s) ds for some Bore1 measurable 
function pk(x, .): [w --t [0, co[ such that (a/&) pk(x, .) E L:,,(lR; ds) and 
((a/as)Pk(x~ ‘)/pktx, ‘))xcEk Es” L*([w; /?k(x, ds)) Vk(dX) = L*(E; p). (Here 
Ek is a complementing subspace as above and Pk( *, ds), vk are defined as 
in (1.4). The derivative a/as is in the sense of Schwartz distributions on R.) 
In 1.1 and below we use the conventions a/O := (sign a). (+ co) for a E R’ 
and ( f co) . 0 = 0. We set for a well-p-admissible lement k E E\ (0) 
,,:=(; 
c3J 
PkcX, ‘)/Pk(X~ ‘1 L*(& &(X, ds)) vk(dx) = L*(E; cl) 
> 
(1.6) 
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and 
Po = O(E L2(E; vu)). 
The well-p-admissible lements are exactly the elements k E E admitting 
a partial integration formula for i3/ak. This will be the contents of 
Theorem 1.4 below. But first we want to look at the corresponding 
quadratic forms on L2(E; ,u). So fix k E E\ (0) and define 
q&4, u) := j g g dp, U,VEFC~. 
If (1.3) holds, &;,,+ with domain @C, defines a positive definite symmetric 
bilinear form on L*(E; p) which is densely defined. Note, however, that 
C~“,,k~ $CF) is not closed, but if k is well-p-admissible it is closable 
(cf. [F80] or [AR90a]) and a closed extension can be described explicitly. 
To this end we introduce the following property that a S?(R)-measurable 
function p : Iw -+ [0, cc [ might have: 
for ds-a.e. tE [w with p(t) > 0 
l 
t+E. (1.8) 
p(s)-’ ds< 00 for some E > 0. 
r--E 
Here ds denotes one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Now we have the 
following proposition whose proof is immediate by [AKR90, Proposi- 
tion 2.2; AR90a, Theorem 3.21. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let k E E\(O) b e well-p-admissible. Then (1.3), (1.8) 
are satisfied and if E,, vk, pk(x, s) are as in ( 1.4) resp. 1.1, the form 
s 
Q W’:k) := 24 =(u,).x, E,, c L*@; PAX, s) ds) vddx) I 
for vk-a.e. x E Ek, u, has an absolutely continuous 
(ds-)uersion ii, on R(pk(x, ‘)) 
is a closed extension of (S”,,, , PC:) which in turn is therefore closable. 
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Remark 1.3. (i) We emphasize that for the definition and closedness 
of (a:,, w:,)) a much weaker property, so-called p-admissibility, is 
sufficient. We refer to [AR90a] for a complete analysis. We also note that 
for vk-a.e. x E Ek, p,Jx, .) E 0 on R\R(p,(x, .)) ds-a.e. by [AKR90, 
Proposition 2.2; AR90a, Theorem 3.21. Therefore, definition (1.9) makes 
sense. 
(ii) By 1.2 the operator ajak defined in (1.9) with domain D(b:,) is, 
of course, a closed extension of a/ak as defined in (1.2) with domain PC?. 
Therefore we use the same symbol. 
(iii) Clearly, if u, v E &a;,) such that UV, u(&/ak), v(du/ak) E L*(E; p) 
then uv E II(&&) and (a/ak)(uv) = u(dv/ak) + v(au/ak). 
We define for k E E\ { 0}, k well-~-admissible, 
(a:,,, D(bE,,)) := closure of (&E,,, &CF)(i.e., its smallest closed extension). 
(1.11) 
Now we can restate the first main result of [AKR90] which charac- 
terizes the well-p-admissible elements in terms of partial integration 
(cf. AKR90, Theorem 2.51). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let kEE\(O] and D(8Lk) be as in (1.9). Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) k is well-p-admissible. 
(ii) Zf fik is defined as in (1.6) then 
J’ $vdp= -jugdp- uv/?kdp s 
forall UED(&&), VEFCT. (1.12) 
(iii) There exists pk E L*(E; p) such that 
J $vdp= - jugdp- uvfl,dp I for all u, vEFCF. (1.13) 
(iv) There exists tk E L*(E; p) such that 
In this case pk = fl, = Bk. In particular, the definitions of well-p-admissibility 
and Pk are independent of the chosen complementing subspace Ek; the set W 
of all well-p-admissible lements is a linear subspace of E and the map 
k -+ Pk is linear from W to L2(E; p). 
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Remark 1.5. (i) Let k E E, k well-p-admissible, and u E L’(E; p), u 
bounded. By 1.4 we know that if u E D(&‘z,) then there exists f~ L2(E; p) 
such that -1 (f+ u/?~)u dp = j u(&/L?k) dp for all v~9-C:. But if 
u E L”(E; CL) satisfies this equation for all u E SC; it follows by disintegra- 
tion (cf. the proof of 5.1 below) that no matter how we choose the 
complementing subspace Ek there exists Q E .99(Ek) with vJsZ) = 1 such 
that for all XEQ and gECT(rW) 
- (f(x+sk)+u(x+sk)B,(x+sk))g(s)p,(x,s)ds s 
1% PA, s) ds. = u(x+sk s 
Considering g E C,“(R(p,(x, .))) we conclude by ([Mi73, Theorem 2.71 
and) [AKR90, Proposition 2.4(i)] that for v,-a.e., x E Ek, s -+ u(x + sk) has 
an absolutely continuous (ds-)version ii, on R(p,(x, .)) since f(x+ .k), 
u(x + .k)jk(x + .k) E L*([w; pk(.x, S) ds); furthermore 
xcE~ = (-fb + .k) - 4~ + .k)Sdx + .k)).xcEk 
I 
8 
E L*(R P&G 3) ds)v,(dx). 
Hence it follows that u E D(&:,). In particular, this shows that D(d&) and 
ajak are independent of the chosen complementing subspace E,. 
(ii) Obviously, (1.12) immediately extends to all VE D(bF,,) n 
L”(E; P). 
Recall that there is an order 4 on positive definite, symmetric, bilinear 
forms (from here on briefly called forms) on L2(E, p) defined by 
(8’3 WY) < (a*, W2)) (1.14) 
if 
D(cfp’) c D(62) and b’(u, u) > c!T2(u, ) for all u E @a’). 
DEFINITION 1.6 (cf. [F80]). (i) A form (8, D(b)) on L*(E; p) is called 
a Dirichlet form if it is closed, D(b) is dense in L*(E, p), and every normal 
contraction operates on (8, D(b)), i.e., given T: iw + Iw such that T(0) = 0 
and IT(x) - T(y)1 < lx-y1 for all x, YE [w then for every UE D(e), 
To u E D(8) and a( T(U), T(u)) < b(u, u). 
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(ii) The unique negative definite self-adjoint operator L(b) on 
L*(E; ,u) satisfying 0(,/m) = O(6) and b(u, u) = (&$?)u, 
03 d,, U, u E O(6), is called the generator of the Dirichlet form 
(8, D(b)). (Here ( , ),, denotes the usual inner product in L’(E; p).) 
The fact that every normal contraction operates on a Dirichlet form 
(8, o(a)) is equivalent to the following property of its generator L(b) 
(cf. [BH86, Theoreme 1.11): 
(Lfau, fu-l)+)fl<o for each u E D(L(b)). (1.15) 
We call a self-adjoint operator L on L’(E; flu) satisfying (1.15) a Dirichlet 
operator. Its corresponding form ((G ., n .)p, D(Q)) is then a 
Dirichlet form. If T, = etL, t > 0, then (1.15) is equivalent with 0 < T,u < 1 
whenever 0 d u d 1, ,u-a.e., t > 0; i.e., (T,),,, is (sub-)Markovian. 
Remark 1.7. (i) It follows by the chain rule that both (&&, D(S&)) 
and (g”,,,, Dfgi,J) in (1.11) are Dirichlet forms which are called one- 
component forms (cf. [AR90b]). 
(ii) The class of Dirichlet operators on L*(E; p) are very important 
since they include all generators of p-symmetric Hunt processes on E 
(cf. Section 6 below). 
(iii) In some of the literature operators satisfying (1.15) are also 
called Markovian. But to avoid confusion with the abovementioned 
(sub-)Markovianity, we prefer the notion Dirichlet operator. 
If one sums up one-component forms, one obtains so-called classical 
Dirichlet forms extensively studied in [AR90a, b, AR89a, b]. A particularly 
important subclass consists of the gradient Dirichlet forms which are 
defined as follows. Let (H, ( , )H) be a real separable Hilbert space such 
that: 
Hc E densely and contiuously. (Hence identifying H with its 
dual H’ we have that E’ is densely embedded in H, i.e., 
E’ c Hc E, such that the dualisation Es( , )E between E’ 
and E coincides with ( , ),, when restricted to E’ x H.) (1.16) 
Here E’ is considered to be endowed with the strong topology. From now 
on we consider H as fixed, so it will not apper in noations of quantities 
introduced below. H should be thought of as a tangent space to E at each 
point. We define for UEFGCF and ZE E, 
Vu(z) to be the unique element in H representing the 
continuous linear functional h + (&/ah)(z), h E H (1.17a) 
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and 
8;(u, u) = 1 0% Vu )H dp; l4,VEF-C;. (1.17b) 
E 
If 
vu=vv p-a.e. for u, v E SC: with u = v p-a.e., (1.18) 
(&‘z, 5CF) is a form on L*(E; p). If this form is closable we denote 
its closure by (J?:, Q&E)), which then by [AR90b, Theorem 1.11 is a 
Dirichlet form (called gradienf Dirichlet form). Now suppose there exists a 
dense linear subspace K of H ( cE) consisting of well-p-admissible 
elements in E. Then for any orthonormal basis K. of H such that K, c K, 
a;(~, v)= c j-“%f, 
ksKo akak 
ll, VEFC;. (1.19) 
Hence by 1.2, (1.18) holds and (a”,, $CT) is closable on L*(E; CL) (as a 
sum of closable forms see, e.g., [ARgOa, Theorem 1.21). Thus by taking its 
closure (a”,, D(bz)), we obtain a gradient Dirichlet form as above. But for 
K as above there is another natural gradient Dirichlet form (al,, D(&&)) 
one can consider and which is defined as 
D(b&) := u E n o(al,) 1 there exists a S#(E)/S?(H)-measurable 
kcK 
map Vu: E + H such that, for each k E K, 
(Vu(z), k), = $ (z) for p-a.e. z E E and 
s (Vu,Vu),dp< +co . (1.20) E 
6&& u) := j (VU, VV), dp; 4 v E mq,). (1.21) 
E 
By [AR9Oa, Theorem 3.101 we know that (a,&, D(b,+,)) is closed and a 
Dirichlet form on L2(E, CL) extending (S”,, 0(&z)). In particular, V as 
defined in (1.20) is an extension of V as in (1.17a). 
Remark 1.8. (i) We emphasize that in contrast to (a&, D(&LK)), 
(&$, D(bi)) is independent of K. For its definition we only need that (1.18) 
holds and that (a”,, PC’;) is closable on L’(E, ,u) which is implied by the 
existence of one such K. 
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(ii) It easily follows from 1.3(iii) that if U, UED(B$J such that UU, 
UIIWIH, u /Vull H E L*(E; p) then U. u E D(dl,) and V(u . u) = UVU + UVU. 
(iii) Consider the case E= H= K= I@ and ,B is absolutely con- 
tinuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on lQd with a density p such that on every 
compact subset C of rW’, p 2 1, > 0 for some constant 1,. Then it can be 
seen that V (as introduced in (1.20)) coincides with the gradient in the 
sense of Schwartz distributions on OY’ (cf. [F80, Example 1.2.3; ARBOb, 
Proposition 3.21). 
Now fix K as above but assume that K is even a dense subspace of E’ 
( c Hc E). We define an operator S,. on L2(E; ,u) with domain @C,“(K) 
as follows: For u =f(lr , . . . . Zm) E@C,“(K) and K,, c K an orthonormal basis 
of H having I,, . . . . Z, in its linear span, let 
(1.22) 
where /& is as in (1.6). Note that the sum in (1.22) is only a finite sum and 
that by 1.4 we have for the generator ~!,(a:) of (J?:, D(IE)) that 
.@CF(K) c D(L(b$) and 
L(b$u = s&4 for each u E @C:(K). (1.23) 
In particular, S,,K is well-defined. As in [F80] we define 
&JSPJ := (L) L is a Dirichiet operator on L2(E; p) such that 
$Cr(K) c D(L) and Lu = S,+ for each u E @C;(K)}. 
(1.24) 
We define a partial order < on dh(Sfl,K) by setting LI < L2 if for the 
corresponding Dirichlet forms (8,) D(&,)) < (4, D(E;)) (cf. (1.14)). Now we 
have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose there exists a dense linear subspace K of E’ 
( c H c E) consisting of well-~-admissible elements in E. Then L(dl,) is the 
maximal element in J&‘~(S,,,) w.r.t. < defined aboue. If in addition, K = E’ 
or E’ is metrizable, then L(bi) is the minimal element in dD(S,,,). 
Note that by [AR89c, Proposition 2.101, $-C;(K) is dense in D(bi) 
w.r.t. 8; + ( , )/1 if E’ is metrizable. Hence the last part of 1.9 is obvious. 
The first part is merely a reformulation of the second main result (i.e., 
Theorem 3.1) in [AKR90] which states that (S&, D(tpL,)) is the 
maximal Dirchlet form (w.r.t. < as defined in (1.14)) in the set of all forms 
corresponding to the operators in &“(S,, K). 
The importance of 1.2 is reflected in the following: 
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COROLLARY 1.10. Let K be as in 1.9 and assume that K= E’ or that E’ 
is metrizable. Then L(Bz) is the only Dirichlet operator on L2(E; p) which 
extends S,,. if and only if D(&‘“,) = D(&&). 
Remark 1.11. (i) We note that under the conditions in 1.10 there 
could be several self-adjoint extensions of S,,. but only one is a Dirichlet 
operator. We refer to [R90, Sect. 81 for examples and more details on the 
relation to the problem of essential self-adjointness of S,,, (i.e., existence of 
a unique self-adjoint extension of S,,K). The interested reader should also 
consult [WiSS, T90]. 
(ii) If 1.10 applies there can be at most one p-symmetric Hunt process 
having S,. as generator on FCF (cf. Section 6 below for more details and 
references). 
For K as in 1.9 and p E [2, co] we introduce the Sobolev space 
H’,P(E; K; P) := {uW~;,,)Iu, IIVUII~E LP(E; p)), (1.25) 
where V is defined as in (1.20) and I( (I H := ( , )T. We set for 
UE H1,P(E; p) 
(1.26) 
Since (a:,, D(&:,)) is closed on L’(E; p) it follows that 
(IY’*~(E; K; p), I/ I( ,,p) is a Banach space. Clearly, H’,‘(E; K; p) = D(&,:,) 
and II /11,2=C~;K+( , )pl”2. 
Furthermore, if (1.18) holds, we define for p E [2, CC ] 
Hi “( E; p) := completion of g’cc w.r.t. II II I,p. (1.27) 
(Note that here )I 1) I,P is defined using (1.17a) only and no K as in 1.9 is 
needed.) Clearly, if V with domain $tcF is closable as an operator on 
LP(E; p), then HkP(E; cl) c LP(E; CL), and in this case we have for p = 2 that 
H$‘(E; p)= D(&‘E). Note that if K as in 1.9 exists then (V, SC:) is 
closable on LP(E; p) and HkP(E; p)c H1%P(E; K; p) for all PE [2, a]. 
Remark 1.12. (i) We emphasize that H’,P(E, K; p) can also be 
defined in the more general situation where K only exists of p-admissible 
elements (cf. [AR90a] and 1.3(i) above) and that analogously we can 
define Sobolev spaces of (higher) order s, HSxP(E; K, p) for all PE [l, co]. 
(ii) Assume that E, H, p form an abstract Wiener space; i.e., E is a 
separable Banach space, ~1 is a mean zero Gaussian measure on (E, B(E)) 
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(i.e., each IE E’ has a mean zero Gaussian distributon in R’ under CL) with 
covariance 
5 ~,(z)~2(z)Adz)= (~,,/2)“; I,, 1,~ E’. E 
In this special case Sobolev spaces of the above kind have been studied 
extensively in the Malliavin calculus (cf. [M78, Kr79, W84, Su85a, b, 
Sh90]). We emphasize that we are mainly interested in non-Gaussian cases. 
2. THE GENERAL UNIQUENESS RESULT 
In this section we will prove the first main result of this paper (cf. 
Theorem 2.3 and also Corollary 2.6 below). First we need some prepara- 
tions. We adopt the same notation as in Section 1 and fix E, H, p. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k E E\ { 0} be well-p-admissible and let rp E D(BL,) 
such that 
(PB~ E L’(E; P). (2.1) 
Let ji := ‘p2 .p, then k is we&i-admissible and ifsk is defined as in (1.6) with 
j replacing p then 
ProoJ: Assume first that cp is bounded. Then by 1.3(iii) we know that 
(p2~ D(&&); hence replacing u in (1.12) by q2u we obtain that for all 
24, oE9cp 
For unbounded rp we replace cp by (Pi := (U v (-n)) A n, n E N, in the 
above equation. Then we can take n + cc (cf. [F80, Theorem 1.4.2(iii)]) 
and the assertion follows. 1 
Let k, cp, fi be as in 2.1. We have according to (1.4), (1.1) the disintegra- 
tion 
Adz) = P,&, s) ds v,c(dx) (2.2) 
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(with Ek, rrk correspondingly). It is easy to check that the corresponding 
decomposition of fi is given by 
fi(dz) = Pk(X, s) ds Ck(dX) (2.3) 
with V, :=f. vk and pp(x, s) := 1 (,+0j(x)(‘p2(x + sk)/‘(x))p,(x, S) where 
f:= j (P2(x+ Sk)Pk( x, S) ds. By [Dy72, Lemma 4.11 we may assume that pk 
and hence pk are SY(E,)@ W(R)-measurable. We have the following 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf cp # 0 p-a.e. then f > 0 vk-a.e.. 
Proof Let B := (f= 0} (Ea(Ek)). Then for vk-a.e., x E Ek 
hence since 1 B(x) = 1,o rcJx + sk) for all x E Ek, s E R, and by (1.4) 
0 = I[ 1 B 0 nk(x + sk) (p2(x + sk) ,ok(x, s) ds vk(dx) = 1 1 B o 7rkcp2 dp. 
consequently, 1 B O nk = 0 p-a.e., i.e., v,JB)=p(n;‘(B))=O. m 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that there exists a dense linear subspace K of E’ 
(c Hc E) consisting of well-p-admissible elements in E and let 
rp E H’,*(E, K; p) such that cp # 0 p-a.e. and cpBk E L’(E, p) for all k E K. Let 
fi := q2 . p and suppose that 
C,P E Hi2( E; ji) (2.4) 
H,$2(E; p) = H’,‘(E; K; p). (2.5) 
Then H$‘(E; ji) = H’T~(E; K; ji) which in case K= E’ or E’ is metrizable, is 
equivalent to the following: if 
S&4 :=s,.,u+2~-‘(v~,vu), (2.6) 
for UE$C~(K) (cf (1.22)), then L(I&) = L(tpi) is the only Dirichfet 
operator on L’(E; ji) extending S, k. 
Remark 2.4. (i) Equation (1.20) defines gradients for u E D(I&) and 
u E D(b&). To distinguish them below we denote the first by V and the 
latter by V (see, however, part (iii) of the following lemma). 
(ii) The assumption “K= E’ or E’ is metrizable” in the last part of 
2.3 can be dropped if instead of (2.5) we assume that $C,“(K) is dense in 
H’,2( E; K; p). 
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Below we adopt the notation introduced in (2.2), (2.3) and define for 
IEN 
cp/ := b,(ln cp), (2.7) 
where we fix ~,ECT(R) such that lc-r,,,<b,<l,-l -,,, +,r and lb;l<2. 
The following lemma is crucial for proving Theorem 2.3 (and also 
Corollary 2.6). 
LEMMA 2.5. Consider the situation of 2.3, but without assuming (2.4), 
(2.5). Let Ze N, then: 
(i) V,E H’,‘(E; K; p). 
(ii) cp,u E III’~‘(E; K; p) for alf u E H’.‘(E; K, fi), u bounded. 
(iii) V -0 f I u  u o~~~~EH’,~(E;K,I~)~H’,~(E;K;C~). 
Proof Since cp E H’,2(E; K; p) = D(b:,) and (a:,, I)(&‘:,)) is a 
Dirichlet form, cpI = (ql)xeEk E H’*‘(E; K, p). Fix k E k. Since 
cp = ((PAX.Ek E I)(&‘:,), cpX has a (ds-)version 4, which is absolutely 
continuous on R(p,(x, .)) for vk-a.e., x E Ek. 
(i) For vk-a.e., XE Ek, 4,,X := b,(ln QX) is a (ds-)version of (cpJ, 
which is absolutely continuous on R@(x, .)). Set for XE E, 
lJ:=@,(x;))n (fj5x<e'+2) 
and 
V:= R(pk(x, .))n (@,> e'+'}. 
Then @l,X E 0 on V and kJ,,.Y is absolutely continuous on (every closed inter- 
val in) U since UC R(pk(x, .)). Therefore, @,,X is absolutely continuous on 
Uu V= R(ljJx, .)). Since (P,E D(&‘Lk), ((d/ds)@,,,),,,, is a measurable 
field of vectors w.r.t. /A, hence w.r.t. ji (because fi is S?(Ek)@B(lR)- 
measurable) and the definition of dq$ak is the same for p and ii. 
Furthermore (by Lemma 2.2) 
P&, 8) dsv,(dx) 
2 P,& s) ds vddx) 
p&c, s) ds vk(dx) < CO. 
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Hence cpI E D(Q&) and for any orthonormal basis K0 of H in K 
since (P,E H’x’(E; K; p). Since (Vcp,, k) = &pr/ak p-a.e., hence ji-a.e. for all 
kg K, cp,~Hl,~(E; K;,fiL). 
(ii) Let UE H’,*(E; K; p) =D(Q&), u bounded. Then by (i) 
and [F80, Theorem 1.4.2(ii)], cpl . u = ((cp,. u),),~~~ED(c$&). Since 
u = (u,).,,~~ E 0(&i,), U, has a (ds-)version i3, which is absolutely con- 
tinuous on R&(x,‘.)) = R(@t. pk(x, .)) for V,-a.e. hence for v,-a.e., x E E, 
(cf. Lemma 2.2). For vk-a.e., XE E,, $, := b,(ln @,) . ii, is a (ds-)version of 
(cp,. u), which is absolutely continuous on R(p,(x, .)). Set for x E E, 
and 
v := R(pk(x, .)) n { @, < e -(‘+ “}. 
Then qx = 0 on I/ and 5, is absolutely continuous on U since 
U c R(Pk(x, . )). Therefore, g., is absolutely continuous on U u V= 
R(Pk(x, .)). Since v~.uED(&L,), ((d/ds)$,),,, is a measurable field of 
vectors w.r.t. fi; i.e., for every %?(Ek) 0 9?(R)-measurable, bounded function 
g the map 
(2.8) 
is a(E,)-measurable. Since in (2.8) we only have to integrate over 
(@,y>e~-(‘+l)} we may replace g in (2.8) by the function (x, s) H 
q-2(~+sk)f(x)g(x, s). By the relation between pk and jik (cf. above) it 
follows that ((d/ds)$,),,, is a measurable field of vectors w.r.t. p and the 
definition of (a/dk)(q,u) is the same for p and p. Furthermore, 
580/105il-14 
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Hence cplu E D(d&) and for any orthonormal basis K,, of H in K 
since 40~. u E D(d&). Since (V(cp,u), k), = (a/cTk)(cp,u) ,Z-a.e., hence p-a.e. 
for all k E K, it follows that qr. u E H’,*(E; K; ,u) and that 
Vcp,u) = wiw). (2.9) 
(iii) Let u E H’,*(E; K; p) n H’,*(E; K, ii) and set u, := (u A n) v 
(-n), n E N. By (2.9) we know that 
V((Pr) = w-h) and v(cp,~u”)=wPru”), nE Rd. 
By the product rule (cf. 1.8(ii)) and letting Z-r cc we get 
vu, = VU,) nEN. 
Letting n + cc we obtain (iii) by [F80, Theorem 1.4.2(iii)]. 1 
Proof of 2.3. By 2.1 we know that each k E K is well-~-admissible with 
jIk as in 2.1, hence by Corollary 1.10 we only have to prove that $C; is 
dense in H’,*(E; K; ji). 
Now fix u E H’,*(E, K; p). We may assume that u is bounded. By 
Lemma 2.5(i) we have that (P!E H’**(E; K; j), hence (p,u E H132(E; K; j?), 
ZE f+I. Now the proof is completed by the following three claims: 
Claim 1. cp,u-+u in H’T~(E; K;j) as l-+ GO. 
Clearly, qlu ~-rafi u in L*(E; p). Using the product rule (cf. 1.8(ii)) and 
2.5(iii) we obtain that 
I llvu - %v4l:, 4E 
62 D E II~ull 'H (I- CPI)* 4 + jE u2 IIVq,II :, &] 
<2 
[‘p > e’] ” [rp <e-‘1 
u*b’(ln cp)’ J(VqlI( i dp -+ 0 
as 1+cc. 
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Claim 2. Let IE N, then there exist u,E~CF such that ‘p,+ 1~, -+ cplu 
in H1,2(E; K; ji) as n -+ co. 
By (2.5), 2S(ii), and since ‘p,u is bounded there exist u, E $CF, n E N, 
such that u,-+ qru in H$*(E;p) as n -+ co and (((unlla)nEN is bounded. 
Hence, since ‘p,+ ,cp, = cp, and by 1.8(ii), 2S(iii), we obtain that 
l II% /+ 1 u, - w)ll~ 4 + j ((PI+ 1 u,, - CP,U)~ dP 
62 s Cake,+,, cIIvu,,-cp,4llzH 
+ (un - wd2 IIV’p,+ III’, + (u, - ~4~1 cp2 dp 
< pu+ 1) 
D IIV(u, - CPG~IIZ, & + j (up, - w12 & 1 
+8j( u, - cp,uJ2 Ilvdl’, 4 + 0 as n-+co 
Claim 3. Let vE$Cp, and 1 E N, then 9,~ E ZY$‘(E, j). 
Since (Si, O(S!)) is a Dirichlet form (2.4) implies that c~~~Hk*(E;fi). 
Hence cpc. vE H$r(E; j) since both pr and v are bounded. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Consider the situation of 2.3, hut without assuming 
(2.4) and let cp,, 1~ N, be as in (2.7). Then the assertion of 2.3 holds {f and 
only if 
(P/E Hk2(E; CL) for all Ie N. (2.10) 
Proof: Condition (2.4) was only used in the proof of Claim 3 to show 
that (P/E Hi*(E; fi), ZEN. Hence one half of the assertion is clear. The 
second half follows by 2.5(i). 1 
For example, if p is Gaussian, condition (2.5) can be checked (cf. below 
Propositions 3.2, A. 1). Proposition 2.8 below provides suflicient conditions 
for (2.10) to hold which will be used in subsequent Sections 4, 5, 7. First 
we need the following simple 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume that (1.18) holds. Let PE [2, co], (PE LP(E; p), and 
fi :=(p2 ‘p. Assume that V with domain 9CF as defined by (1.17a) is 
closable both as an operator on L*(E, ji) and on L”(E; p) for q E [2, a] with 
l/p + l/q = l/2. Then 
HkY(E; p) c Hi2(E; /I) continuously. 
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Proof: Let 2 <p < co and UE H$q(E; p). Let u, E @CF, n E N, such 
that u, -+ u in Hiq(E; ,a) as n + co. Then by Holder’s inequality U, -+ u in 
L’(E, fi) as n + co and for all n, m E N 
Hence u E Hk’(E; p) by the closability of (V, $CF) on L2(E; fi), and the 
assertion is proved for 2 <p < co. The case p = 2 or co is entirely 
analogous. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let K be as in 2.3 and cp E H’,‘(E; K; p) such that 
cp # 0 ,a-a.e. and fik~ E L2(E; ,a) for all k E K. Assume that one of the 
following conditions holds: 
There exist p, q E [Z, co] with l/p + l/q = l/2 such that 
P~LV;P), fp<rpci, (IVqI[Ldp<cOforalllEN and 
Hiq(E; p) = H’*q(E; K; p) (2.11) 
Hi2(E, p) = H’,‘(E; K; p) and there exist p, q E [2, a] 
with l/p+ l/q= l/2 such that PE LP(E; p) and 
‘P/E Hi’(E; ~1 f or all ZE N (where cp, is as in (2.7)). (2.12) 
Then conditions (2.5), (2.10) are fulJi:lled and the assertion of Theorem 2.3 
holds. 
Proof. We have to prove that both (2.11) and (2.12) imply (2.10). This 
is obvious for the latter by Lemma 2.7. If (2.11) holds, then for each 1 E N 
Hence (p/~ H’*q(E; K; p) = Hkq(E; p) c Hk2(E; ii) (by 2.7). 1 
Remark 2.9. (i) By CARgOb, Proposition 3.2; Su85b] it follows that 
Hiq(E; p) = H1,q(E; K; p) holds for all qE [2, co] if E, H, ,D form an 
abstract Wiener space and K = H. In the Appendix (cf. A.l) we reprove and 
generalize this to certain cases where p is still mean zero Gaussian, but 
with covariance not necessarily given by the “tangent space” H. Proposi- 
tion A.1 will be used in Section 7; however, it does not apply in general to 
the cases considered in the next section (cf. in particular Example 3.5 
below). 
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(ii) In the particular case where E, H, p form an abstract Wiener 
space Theorem 2.3 has been proved in [T85,87] under more restrictive 
assumptions on cp using Malliavin calculus. 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF HkY(E,p) 
In this section we show that condition (2.5) holds for all mean zero 
Gaussian measures p if the tangent space H is related to p by (3.6), (3.7) 
(cf. 3.2 below). Under some further assumptions on p we prove a charac- 
terization of Hiq(E; p) which will be used in order to verify condition 
(2.12) in the applications in Section 5(b) below where Proposition A.1 does 
not apply. But first we need to prove a lemma which is true for general 
positive finite measures p on E. (This lemma is probably known to experts, 
but we include a proof for the convenience of the reader.) So, let E, p be 
as in the last section and suppose L is a negative definite self-adjoint 
operator on L*(E, p) such that T, := efL, t > 0, is positivity preserving (i.e., 
T,uaO p-a.e. if UE L’(E; 11) with u>,O p-a.e.) and T,l = 1, t >O. Then 
(Tt)rao is an LP-contractive, bounded holomorphic semigroup on LP(E; p) 
for all p E 11, co[ (cf. [RS75, Theorem X55]). We denote by L, with 
domain D(L,) the corresponding generator on LP(E; ,u). Let (v,),,,, be the 
one-sided stable semigroup of order 1 on R+\(O), i.e., 
1 
v, = 1 (s) -e ~ 1214s 
lO.cr:C J&g 
ds, t30 (3.1) 
and define for p e ] 1, cc [ (the Bochner integral) 
Qt./-:= i‘,‘ Tsfv,(ds), .fE LP(E; PL). (3.2) 
Then (QLo is again an LP-contractive, bounded holomorphic semigroup 
on LP(E; CL). Let cp with domain D(&) be its generator on LP(E, p). It is 
well known that L2 = \/-L as operators on the Hilbert space L*(E; p); in 
particular, D(L) = D( L,) c D( l,). But we have moreover: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let pi [2, oo[. Then: 
(i) D(L,)c D(l,) continuously and densely where both spaces are 
equipped with their respective graph norms (i.e., (1 (I ‘Ebul p + IuI “) dp)“p, 
u E D(‘l;)). 
(ii) D(L,)= {uED(L)nLP(E;p)ILuELP(E;p)}. 
(iii) D(~,)=(UED(\/--L)~L~(E;~)~~UEL~(E;~)}. 
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Proof: Let u E D(L,) then 
( T,zjs u - u)s - l12e -‘I4 ds, 
where we split up the integral into one over [0, l] substituting s/t2 by s 
and one over Cl, co[ substituting t2/s by s. But by the main theorem of 
calculus and since ueD(L,), 
and since (T,), r o is LP-contractive 
lIT,w - 41p G 2 IblIp 
Consequently, 
c IlLp41p + 2 Il~ll,1. (3.3) 
Since u E D(L,) c D(L,) = D(L) c D(J?,) it follows by Fatou’s lemma that 
L”,uEL~(E;~). But for t>O, Q,uED(~~) as (Q,)t,O is bounded 
holomorphic (cf., e.g., [RS75, Corollary 2, p. 252]), hence we see that 
Il~pQ,4, = Il~2QAl, = IlQt~241p d II~24, < + ~0. (3.4) 
Consequently, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem (J?, Q,“u),~, N is weakly con- 
vergent in LP(E; 11) for some zero sequence (t,),, N. But  of course, Q,,u + u 
weakly in L*(E; ,u) as n -+ co, hence ((Qt,u, IpQ,,~))npN converges weakly 
in the Banach space LP(E, p) x Lp(E; p). Since weak and strong closures for 
convex sets in Banach spaces coincide and z, is linear and closed, it 
follows that u~D(z~). The continuity of the inclusion in (i) follows 
from (3.3). 
Observe that (3.4) still holds if merely u E fi where 
ii?:= {uED(~)~LP(E;~)I~uELP(E;~)}, 
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since Q(u E D(&,) and moreover Q,UE D((t,)*) for all t> 0 and all 
UE LP(E; p) (cf. [RS75, Corollary 2, p. 2521). Now the same argument as 
that following (3.4) above, implies that fi c D(L”,) and (iii) follows. In fact. 
we have also shown that 
D((zJ2) is dense in D(L,) w.r.t. the graph norm on D(z,). (3.5) 
The same line of arguments with L, and (T,),,, replacing &,, (Q,),ao, 
respectively, proves (ii). It remains to complete the proof of (i) by showing 
that D(L,) is dense in D(z,). But this now follows from (3.5) since by (ii), 
N&J’) c D&J. I 
Now we assume that E, p is obtained as follows: Let (fi, ( , )d) be a 
separable real Hilbert space and let A be a self-adjoint operator on fi such 
that A >, cld~ for some c E 10, 03 [. Let H := D(a) with inner product 
( ., .)H := (A ., fi .)R. By [Y89, Theorem 3.11 (which extends Gross’ 
fundamental result, cf. [G65]) there exists a separable real Banach space 
E such that H c E densely and continuously hence (identifying H with its 
dual H’) 
E’cHcE densely and continuously, (3.6) 
and a Gaussian mean zero measure p on (E, g(E)) with covariance 
(Cf. [AR89b, Remark 7.3(iii)] for details.) Note that since E’ c Hc ii, 
(3.7) makes sense. As usual we set 
Xh := lim Es(kn, . )E in L’(E, p), (3.8) n-m 
where k,E E’, n E FU, such that k, + h in R as n -+ co. Since for each 
hED(A) (C HcE), ..(k, h),= (k, h)H= (k, Ah)R for each ke E’, it 
follows by [AR90a, Proposition 5.51 that each hED(A) is well- 
p-admissible with /I,, = -X,, and that supp p = E (cf. [AR90b, Proposi- 
tion 2.71). Now we can consider all quantities introduced in Section 1 (e.g., 
q, s;,, etc.) for p as above and the “tangent space” H as in (3.6). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be a linear subspace of D(A) which is dense in 
H, then L(bE) = L(&i,). In particular, Hk’(E; p) = H’,*(E, K, p). 
Proof Let 
d:=linear span of {sinX,,,c~sX,~(h,,h~ED(A)}. (3.9) 
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It is easy to see that &c D(bI) and that for h ED(A), V cos X, = 
-h . sin X,, V sin X, = h. cos X, (cf. proof of Theorem 7.4 in [AR89b]). 
By 1.5(ii) it follows that for all UED(&&) 
d&(cos X,, u) = - 1 sin X, g & 
= [(h,h),cosX,-X,,sinX,]u& s (3.10) 
and we have a corresponding formula for cos X,,, h E D(A). It follows 
that d cD(L(bE)) n D(L(bL,)) and that L(b$) = L(b&) on d. But 
by [AR89b, 7.1, 7.41, d is an operator core for L(Qi), hence 
D(L(&t)) c D(L(d:,)). Since both operators are self-adjoint they must 
coincide. 1 ’ ‘~~ 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that 
K := D(A) n E’ is dense both in E’ and D(A) (w.r.t. graph norm), 
and set L := I;(&:) (= L(d&)). Let qE [2, GI[ such that 
there exists c E 10, co [ such that for all u E FC,“(K) 
c-l j l~4qdp<j IlVull~dp<c~ I,/‘=ulqdp 
then D(z,) = Hiq( E; p). 
ProojI By (3.10) it follows that for all hED(A) 







Hence by 3.l(ii), d (defined by (3.9)) lies in D(L,). Since &’ is dense in 
Lq(E, p) (see [AR90a, Remark 3.11) it follows as in the proof of Lemma 7.1 
in [AR89b] that d is an operator core for L,. By assumption, (3.13), and 
(3.14) it follows that FCC(K) is an operator core for L, hence for E, by 
3.1(i). Now the assertion follows by (3.12) since it is easy to see that 
FCF(K) is dense in Hiq(E; p) (by the same arguments which prove 
Proposition 2.10 in [AR89c]). 1 
Remark 3.4. (i) We emphasize that given R, A as above, E and p can 
always be constructed in such a way that (3.11) holds (cf. [AR89b, 
Remark 7.8(ii)]). 
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(ii) In the case A = Ida, (3.12) is just Meyer’s equivalence (cf. 
[Me821 and also [W84]) and 3.3 holds in this case. Recently, using 
[B84], I. Shigekawa has proved (3.12) for a large class of operators A and 
“suitable” Banach spaces E. He also proved that in contrast to the case 
A = idn, higher order analogues (i.e., with iterated V’s) are only true for 
such operators A in a modified sense (cf. [Sh90, Sect. 31). 
The following example will provide one of our main applications of 
Theorems 3.3 and 2.3 (cf. Section 5(b) below). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let m E 10, co [ and let (-d + m’). ‘j’(x), x E [Wd, be the 
Green function of the operator ( -A + n~~)“~ on Rd. Let fi be the Sobolev 
space of order - l/2 on [Wd; i.e., fi is the closure of Y(rW”) ( = Schwartz test 





fE Y(rWd) (where dx= Lebesgue measure on lRd). Let A := (-A + WZ~)~,‘~ 
considered as an operator on fi. We set (cf. above) H := D(fi), 
(.,.),:=(fi.,&.)n. Then H=L2(Rd;dx) and (.,.)H is just the 
usual inner on L2( [w”; dx). The corresponding Gaussian mean zero measure 
(with covariance (3.7)) is the well-known (time-zero) free field with mass m 
of quantum field theory. It can be proved that it lives on a space E where 
E := B, is as constructed in [R88a, b] for CI > (d- 1)/2 (with p0 = 2, 
pl, . . . . PNE [l, 21, and p satisfying (2.4) in [R88b] to which we refer for 
details on the definition of B, and its dependence on pi, 0 < i < N, and p). 
It is easy to see that (3.6) holds and that Y(tRd) is then dense in E’ and 
obviously, Y(iRd) c D(A). Hence condition (3.11) is satisfied. It has been 
proved in [R88a, b] that T, :=P, t 3 0 (which is nothing but the Cauchy 
semigroup) extends to an operator on E = B, with operator norm strictly 
less than 1. (Actually, Propositon 2.3 in [R88b] only says that this exten- 
sion is a bounded operator on B,. But using [K82, Proposition 4.33 one 
easily realizes that the operator norm is indeed strictly less than 1.) Conse- 
quently, A and E = B, satisfy the assumptions in [Sh90, Sect. 31 so that 
(3.12) also holds and Theorem 3.3 applies in this case. We should note here 
that Shigekawa considers instead of YC’F the set 9 defined as the algebra 
generated by (,,(I, . )El 1 E E’}. But this does not make any difference by 
the main result in [PR90]. 
4. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section we consider the case where E = H = Rd. Let p be a finite 
positive measure on ([Wd, &?(rWd)). Recall that here the existence of K in 2.3, 
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2.6 means that each element in FF’ is assumed to be well-p-admissible (i.e., 
K= rWd). In this case it follows by [AKR90, Proposition2.2; AR90a, 
Theorem 5.21 that p is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure dx 
on W’. Therefore, dx is the natural underlying measure to look at; i.e., 
we want to take p = dx in 2.3, 2.6. Though dx is not a finite measure we 
transfer the notation introduced in Section 1 to the case, p =dx, but we 
replace BC,“([Wd) = Cp(rWd) by C,“(IWd) := (fe CT(Rd) lsuppfis compact} 
(which does not make any difference for finite measures; cf., e.g., [PR90, 
Proof of 3.21) and we also drop the K in (1.25). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that cp E Lf’,(Rd; dx), cp # 0 dx-a.e., and that 
Vq E L~,,(Rd+ Rd; dx) for some p, qE [2, co] with l/p + l/q = l/2. (Here 
Vq is defined in the sense of Schwarz distributions.) Then 
H;*(Rd; (p* .dx)= H’s2(Rd; ‘p2 .dx). (4.1) 
Proof: By the Sobolev-Poincart inequality (cf., e.g., [GT83, Exer- 
cise 7.121) we may assume 2 q, hence p > 4. Let p(x) := (2n)-d’2e-1”12’2, 
XE Iwd. Since q2 .dx= (cp/ P p)*p dx, it is enough to prove (4.1) with dx 
replaced by ,u := p dx. We complete the proof in two steps: 
Claim. If cp E Lp( IWd; p), cp # 0 dx-a.e., and Vq E Lq( IWd + IWd; p), then 
H;2( Rd; cp2 .p) = H1,2( Rd; ‘p* . p). (4.2) 
By 1.8(iii) and 2.9(i)., condition (2.11) in Proposition 2.8 is fulfilled. 
Observe that in this case Pk(z) = (k, z)~~, z, kE Rd; hence pak E L2(Rd; p) 
for all k E BY’ since p > 4. Consequently, Proposition 2.8 applies to prove 
the claim. 
Using the claim it is now easy to prove the assertion. To this end let 
u E H1,2(lRd; cp2 .p). We may assume that u is bounded. Let x,, E Cr(Rd), 
n~f+J, xnzl on [-n,nld and suppXnC]-2n,2n[‘, O<xn<ll, and 
)I&/ax,ll oD < 2, 1 < i < d. Then by the product rule and Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem x,,u --f u in H’,*(Rd; ‘p2 .p) as n + 03. 
Hence we can assume that u = 0 outside some open ball B, in rWd. Now let 
$ E Lp( IWd; ,u), @ # 0 dx-a.e., such that V$ E Lq(Rd + lRd; p) and 4 = cp on 
some open ball Bz in [Wd with i?, c B,. By the claim we can find 
u, E CF(lRd); n E N, such that u, + u in H’,2(Rd; I$* .p) as n + 00, and we 
can always arrange that supp u, c B,, no N. Hence u, + u also in 
H’,*(lRd; cp2 .p) as n + co. 1 
By 1.10 we obtain as an immediate consequence 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let cp be as in 4.1 and assume that 
q E L*( Rd; dx). (4.3) 
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Let S, be the operator on L2(IWd; (p2. dx) with domain CF(Rd) defined by 
S,u:=Au+2~-‘(V~,vu)~~; u E CF( Rd). (4.4) 
Then the generator L(&‘i) of the Dirichlet form (S”,, D(Cz)) defined as 
the closure of the form a”,(~, v) = j (Vu, Vu) Rd cp2 dx; u, v E C:( rWd), on 
L2(IWd; cp2 dx), is the only Dirichlet operator on L2(IWd; ‘p2 . dx) extending 
s,. 
Remark 4.3. (i) We assumed (4.3) to hold only because 1.9 and 1.10 
were merely formulated for finite measures. In the special finite dimensional 
case Theorem 1.9 has recently been generalized by M. Takeda (cf. [T90]) 
to the case p = cp2 . dx with cp E L&(@; dx). Hence (4.3) in Corollary 4.2 
can be dropped. 
(ii) Observe that in order to have that S, with domain CF(5Xd) is 
a well-defined operator on L2([Wd; cp2 . dx) it is necessary to assume that at 
least q E L:,,( [Wd; dx) and Vq E L~,,(rWd -+ IWd; dx). 
(iii) Theorem 4.1 can be extended in various ways: Suppose that 
cp E L:,,( rWd; d), cp # 0 dx-a.e., and that Vq E LfO,(rWd + IWd; dx). 
(a) Assume there exists a closed subset N of E of capacity 
zero w.r.t. (a”,, 0(&z)) (cf. [F80, Sect. 3.11 or [AR89a, b]) and p, qE 
[2, cc] with l/p + l/q = l/2 such that cp E L&,(iWd\ N; dx), Vq E 
L;b,(rWd\N -+ iWd; dx). Then (4.1) (and hence the assertions of 4.2, 4.3(i)) 
still hold. Indeed, let u E H’,2( [Wd; (p2 .dx). As in the proof of 4.1 we may 
assume that u is bounded and vanishes outside some compact set F. Let 
K := Fn N. Since K has capacity zero we can find f,, E C~(Rd) with f,, = 1 
on some open neighbourhood U, of K and 8: (f,, f,) + (f,, fn)i, < l/n, M: = 
supnerm l\fnllm < co, where fi :=cp’.dx. We have that &EH’,~([W~; cp* .d.x) 
and by [F80, Theorem 1.4.2(ii)] 
Hence by the Banach-Saks theorem there exists a subsequence (nk)ksN 
such that v, := (l/n) C’,J=, ufn, -+ 0 in H1*‘(IWd; cp2. dx) as it --, 00. Conse- 
quently, UJ,, :=u-vv,+u in H*32(IWd;(P2.dx) as n-co. But w,=O on 
V, := nz= i U,, and also w, = 0 on rW”\ F; i.e., w, is supported by 
[Wd\V,, n F which is a compact subset of rW”\ N. Now, the assertion follows 
as in the proof of 4.1. Part (a) generalizes [T90, Remark 21. 
(b) Equation (4.1) holds if and only if cp, . VE D(di) for all (large) 
1 E N and all v E Cr( rWd) (where cp, is as in (2.7)). The proof is similar to 
that of 2.6 and can be found (up to minor modifications) in [R90, Sect. 71. 
By 4.2 and (i), (ii) above we thus have a complete characterization of those 
cp for which S, is unique in the sense of 4.2. 
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(c) Suppose there exist p, q E [2, co] with l/p + l/q = l/2 such that 
cp E GA@; W and .lk [/- I< rp < II IlVqII ‘$ dp < cc for all I E N and all 
compact subsets K of lW’, then (4.1) holds. This follows from (b) as in the 
proof of 2.8. 
To conclude this section we consider the case d = 1: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let cp E L:,,(R dx), cp#O dx-a.e., such that 
cp’~ Lf,,([w; dx). Then Hi2([Wd; q~‘.dx)=H’*~(@; ‘p2.dx) and ifs,, L(&g) 
are defined as in 4.2, then L(6:) is the only Dirichlet operator on 
L2( IWd; q2 . dx) extending S,. 
Proof: Since cp’ E Lk,(Iw; dx) (with the derivative taken in the sense of 
Schwartz distributions), it follows that c~ is (absolutely) continuous on R 
(cf., e.g., [Mi73, Theorem 2.71). Hence 4.2 (resp. 4.3(i)) applies with p = co 
and q=2. 1 
Remark 4.5. (i) Since the assumptions in Theorem 4.4 are necessary 
to define S, (cf. 4.3(ii)), 4.4 says that we always have uniqueness on R’. 
(ii) In the proof of 2.3 we have used the fact that cp # 0 p-a.e. only 
to be able to apply Lemma 2.2 which is, of course, not necessary in the case 
d= 1 (where Ek = (0) for all k E R). A careful look at the proofs of 
Theorems 2.3, 4.1 shows that 
H;2(R; (p2 .dx)= H’,2(1Wd; q2 .dx), 
still holds if the following conditions hold: 
(a) cp E L&( R; dx) such that rp’ E L:,,( [w; dx), 
(b) cp’lcp E L:,,W’; cp* . dx), 
where again we put a/O:=(signa).(+co) for aelW and (+co).O=O. 
Clearly, (a), (b) are equivalent with cp E Lf,,([w; dx), cp’ E Lf,,(lK!; dx) in case 
cp > 0 dx-a.e. 
5. THE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE-PART I 
(a) Application to One-Component Forms 
Let E, ,u be as in Section 1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let k E E\ (0) be well-,u-admissible. Then 
(GC, W&N = (a;,,, W;,,)) 
(CJ: (1.9), (1.10) (1.11)). 
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Proof. Let vk, Pk(X, s) be as in (1.9). By the last part of Proposition 1.2 
we know that (a&, D(82,)) extends (a”,,,, D(&E,,)). So let UED(&&) 
such that 
fq,(k 0) + (u, $ = 0 for all VE~C;. (5.1) 
Since Ekr as a closed subspace of E, is a Souslin space itself, the set 9’ of 
all functions T: Ek 3 Iw of the form T(x) =f(l,(x), . . . . I,(x)), XE E,, 
feC~(W”), li~Eb, 1 <i<m, is dense in L2(E,; vk). For all TEE’ and 
gECp(lQ) we have by (1.4) and (5.1) applied to u=(Ton,).(gol,) (where 
fk E E’ such that Zk(z) .k = z - rck(z), z E E) that 
pk(x, s) ds vk(dx) = 0. 
Therefore we see that there exists Q E 98(Ek) with vk(R) = 1 such that for 
all XEQ and all gECF(lR) 
pk(x, s) ds = 0. 
By the definition of well-p-admissibility and Remark 4.5(ii) it follows that 
ii, E 0 on R(pk(x, s)) for each x E L?. Hence, u = 0 p-a.e. by 1.3(i). 1 
(b) Application to Ground States of Schriidinger Operators 
Fix E, H, p as in Section 1 with p(E)= 1 and set L := L(dE) (cf. (1.17b) 
and 1.6(ii)). In this section we want to apply Theorem 2.3 (resp. Proposi- 
tion 2.8) with cp an eigenvector of an operator of type H, = -L + V with 
domain D( H y) on L2( E; CL). Here I/ E Lp( E; ,u), p E [2, cc 1, and V is considered 
as a multiplication operator on L’(E; p) with domain D(V). (H,, D(H,)) 
is defined as usual in the sense of forms; i.e., we assume that V is such that 
the quadratic form defined as the sum of (Sz, D(bi)) and the form 
associated with V is lower bounded. Then H, := -L + V is defined as the 
associated (lower bounded) self-adjoint operator on L’(E; p) (cf. [Fa72, 
Sect. 21). We need the following simple lemma that will enable us to make 
use of Theorem 3.3 to show that under some general assumptions 
cp E Hk4(E; p) for some qE 12, co[. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let PE [2, co], VE LP(E, p) such that H, := -L + V is 
well-defined on L2(E, p) in the sense of forms and let cp be an eigenvector 
of H,. Then cp E D(L) and if in addition p > 2 and cp E L” for some 
s>2p/(p-2), then q~D(L,)for qE]2, a~[ given by l/p+ l/s= l/q. 
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Proof: Let Q(ZYV), Q(V) denote the form domains of H,,, V, respec- 
tively. Then if u E Q( H,,) = D(di) n Q( V), 
J(cp, dp = (Hvcp, a), = ~$P, ~1 + (Vv, ulp 
for some AER. Hence, I~~(cp,u)l~(llV~II,+ll~II,)Ilull, with Il.IIp:= 
(., .)L”. Since @CF c Q(Hy) and gfc: is dense in @a:), it follows that 
cp ED(L) and that - LCP = AJJ - Vcp. The rest of the assertion now 
obviously follows from Holder’s inequality and 3.l(ii). 1 
For the rest of this subsection we assume that E, H, ,a is as in (the second 
half of) Section 3 for some operator A such that all assumptions in 
Theorem 3.3 are satisfied (like, e.g., in the case E, H, ~1 form an abstract 
Wiener space or for E, H, p as in Example 3.5). Then we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let PE 12, co[ and VE Lp(E; p) such that 
e -!“e L’(E; p) for all t > 0. Then H, := - L + V is well-defined in the sense 
of forms and if cp is any eigenvector of H, then cp E L”(E, ,a) for all s-c co 
and cp E Hiq(E; ,a) for some q E ] 2, 03 [. 
Proof. By a fundamental result of Nelson (cf. [N66, 731 and also 
[S74]) it is well known that (e’L)I>O is hypercontractive. Hence it follows 
from [H-KS72, Theorem 4.151 that (PE L”(E; p) for all s< 00. Now the 
assertion follows by 5.2, 3.1(i), and 3.3. 1 
Remark 5.4. (i) If E, H, p is as in Example 3.5, the operator -L in 
5.3 is the free Hamiltonian in quantum field theory. Hence Hv = -L + V 
can be considered as a Schriidinger operator. 
(ii) Under the assumptions of 5.3 it is known that the inlimum of 
the spectrum of H, is a non-degenerate igenvalue and that the associated 
normalized eigenvector cp, i.e., the ground state, can be taken to be strictly 
positive p-a.e. (cf. [H-KS72, Corollary 4.141). 
(iii) Under the assumption of 5.3 it is also known by results of 
I. Segal (cf. [Se69,70] and also [H-KS72, Theorem 2.161) that H, is 
essentially self-adjoint on D(L) n D( V) and hence H, is just the operator 
closure of the operator sum -L + V on D(L) n D( V). In particular, 
HV is uniquely determined by its values on D(L) n D( V). (5.2) 
Now we can prove our first main application of 2.3, 2.8 in the infinite 
dimensional case: 
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THEOREM 5.5, Let V, H, be as in 5.3 and let cp be the ground state of 
H,. Then the assertion in Theorem 2.3 holds with K any linear subspace of 
E’ n D(A), which is dense in E’. 
Proof. Because of 3.2, 5.3, and 5.4(ii), condition (2.12) in 2.8 holds. 
Hence the assertion follows if we can show that cp .fik E L2(E; p) for every 
k E K. But this follows since fik = -X,, E L”(E; cc) for all s < cc and all 
k E K (cf. Section 3). 1 
Concrete examples for V satisfying our assumptions have been 
constructed in quantum field theory: 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let E, H, p be as in Example 3.5. Let V be a renor- 
malized polynomial (with cutoff h), i.e., 
V(z) = y a,, :zn: (h), z E E. 
fl=O 
Here NEN, a,ElR, OQn<2N, with a,,>O, hEL’+“(R;dx) for some 
E > 0, and :zn: (h) is defined as the unique element in Z’ such that 
s 
:Z “: (h) : f’j X,+ dp 
j= I n 
=n! s n(f (-A + m2))“2 (x -yj)k,(yj) dy, h(x) dx (5.3) Rj=1 R 
for all k,, . . . . k, E Y(R). xn is the nth homogeneous chaos, i.e., 
J$PP :=p(an) @ p(<“-l), with p(an) being the closed linear span of 
{Xk, ... XkNl N Q n, kiE Y(R)} in L*(E; 11) and : :n denotes orthogonal 
projection onto Zn (cf., e.g., CS74, Sect. V.l] for details). Then VE LP(E; u) 
for all p< co and e-‘“c L’(E; p) for all t >O (cf. [cf. [S74, Sect. V.21) 
and Theorem 5.5 applies. Similarly, I/ can be taken to be a renormalized 
exponential or trigonometric function. For the corresponding definitions we 
refer to [AH-K741 resp. [AH-K79]. 
To conclude this subsection we want to comment on the relation 
between 5.5 and I. Segal’s result (cf. 5.4(iii) above, in particular (5.2)). Let 
H,= -L + V, K and 40 be as in 5.5. We may assume that H,a 0 
(otherwise we subtract the lowest eigenvalue). Consider the unitary 
transformation U: L*(E, p) + L’(E; cp2 . p), Uf := cp _ ‘f f~ L’(E; p), and 
define the following operator on L2(E; q2 .u) 
H, := UH,,U-‘, D(H,) := U(D(H,))=(p-I .D(H,,). (5.4) 
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= - L@)(u) vcp* dp, 
s (5.5) 
where again we put p := ‘p* .p and we used 1.8(ii) in the third step and 
H,cp = 0 in the fourth. Hence, in particular, on cp-’ . (D(L) n D( V)) n 
sFC,“(K) 
H,= -L-2~-‘(V~,Vu),. (5.6) 
Of course, by 5.4(iii), H, is essentialy self-adjoint on cp-i . (D(L) n D( V)), 
but this does not imply Theorem 5.5 since (5.6) only holds on a smaller 
domain. (This was first pointed out in [AH-K75, Sect. 33.) On the other 
hand we have that 
cp -‘. (D(L) n D( V)) n BC,“(K) = FC,“(K). (5.7) 
Indeed, since FCT(K) is an operator core for L4 (see the proof of 
Theorem 3.3) we can find u,EFC~(K), no N, such that u,, + cp and 
Lu, -+ Lq in L4(E; p) as n + co. But for all UEFC;(K), no N, 
which hence converges in L*(E; p) as n + co. Consequently, ucp E D(L) for 
all u E FCF(K). But clearly, cp .FCT c D( V); hence (5.7) is proved. 
Remark 5.7. Equation (5.7) has first been derived in [AH-K75, Sect. 31 
under more restrictive conditions. 
By (5.7) we see that if I’2 0, Theorem 5.5 actually improves (5.2), if one 
only considers Dirichlet operators. It follows namely by 5.5 and Lemma 5.8 
below that if I’> 0, H, as a Dirichlet operator is already uniquely 
determined by its values on cp .gC,“(K) ( c D(L) n D(V)). 
LEMMA 5.8. Let H, = -L + V, K and cp be as in 5.5. Assume that V> 0. 
Then : 
(i) -H, is a Dirichlet operator on L*(E; p). 
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(ii) Zf --I? is a Dirichlet operator on L2(E, p) such that A= -L + V 
on q~ .8CF(K), then -A, := -Ufk’ with D(A,) := cp-’ .D(fi) is a 
Dirichlet operator on L*(E; (p2 . p). 
Proof. Since cp >0 p-a.e., (i) and (ii) follow easily by considering 
the associated quadratic forms and by using 1.6(ii) and [AR90b, 
Theorem 1.11. 1 
6. APPLICATION TO THE MARTINGALE PROBLEM 
In this section we apply our results to symmetric Hunt processes (cf., e.g., 
[F80, Sect. 4.11). So, let E, H, p be as before and recall that a Markov pro- 
cess M := (Sz, 9, (X,)z2o, (Pz)zsE) with state space E (cf. [Dy65] or 
Ba78]) is called p-symmetric if its transition function is p-symmetric. Here 
we use the convention that if no filtration of a-algebras is explicitly 
mentioned for M we always think of the minimum completed family 
(?),>O in the sense of [F80, Sect. 4.11. Recall also that if M is a 
p-symmetric Hunt process it always has associated to itself a Dirichlet form 
(&, D(&)) on L2(E; cl) defined by 
D(8) := u E L*(E; p) I sup; (E.[u(X,,) - u(X,)], u)~ < WJ} (6.0a) 
I>0 
d(u, 0) := fl_“, f (EC@‘,) - 4X,)1, o),; u, u E D(&). (6.0b) 
Here as usual, EZ denotes expectation w.r.t. P,, z E E. We also set 
P, := j P;p(dz). 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let D c L’(E; .P) such that each u E D has (at least) 
one p-version ii which is continuous. Let A be a linear operator on L2(E, p) 
having D in its domain. We say that a p-symmetric Hunt process 
M = (Q, 9, Wt),,o, (P,),, E) with state space E solves the martingale 
problem for (A, D) if there exists a p-zero set NE B(E) such that for every 
UGD 
22(X,) -ii -1’ Au(X,) ds, t>,O 
0 
(6.1) 
is an (E), a ,-martingale under P, for all z E E\ N. 
Note that by p-symmetry and the right continuity of the sample paths 
Definition 6.1 is independent of which continuous p-version ii we consider 
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in (6.1). It is also independent of which p-version of the class Au E L2(E; u) 
we take in (6.1), since for all f, g E L2(E; u), t > 0 
j [I EZ d I~I (x3) ds] Id (z)p(dz) < e’ ( irn e-“E.Clfl (x,)1 4 0 IA) P 
G eY.L f):” k, g):“. 
THEOREM 6.2. (i) Let K, cp be as in 2.3 and set ji := q2 .u. Assume that 
all assumptions in Theorem 2.3 (or more generally Corollary 2.6) are 
satisfied. Suppose furthermore that one of the following conditions hold 
E is a separable Banach space. (6.2) 
E is a conuclear space and 
1 
) E,(l, z)~I ji(dz) < 00 for alll~ E’. (6.3) 
Then there exists (up to equivalence) exactly one j-symmetric Hunt process 
with state space E solving the martingale problem for (S,,,, $Cr (K)) 
(cf: (2.6)). 
(ii) Zf E = R”, cp # 0 dx - a.e., and zj” there exist p, q E [2, co] with 
l/p + l/q = 112 such that cp E LP,,(Rd; dx), Vq E Lcf,,(@-+ Rd; dx) (or more 
generally one of the conditions in 4.3(iii) holds) then there exists (up to 
equivalence) exactly one (cp’ . dx)-symmetric Hunt process with state space E 
solving the martingale problem for (A + 2cp ~ ’ (Vcp, V . ) IWd, C; ( I&!~)). 
In (i) and (ii) the Hunt process is indeed a diffusion, i.e., has continuous 
sample paths. 
Proof (i) In case (6.2) by [Sch90] and in case (6.3) by [AR89a] it 
follows that there exists a j&symmetric diffusion MO with state space E 
having (a:, D(&$)) (cf. Section 1) as its associated Dirichlet form. It has 
been shown in [AR89b, Sect. 43 that MO solves the martingale problem for 
(S,,, @CF (K)). But if M is another P-symmetric Hunt process with state 
space E solving the same martingale problem it is straightforward to check 
that its associated Dirichlet form (8, D(B)) on L2(E; ii) has a generator 
L(b) which coincides with S,,, on #CF (K). Hence by Theorem 2.3 
(resp. Corollary 2.6), L(d) = L(6;), h ence (B, o(a)) = (Sg, D(B;)). Now it 
follows by [F80, Theorem 3.4.61 that M and M0 are equivalent, i.e., 
their transition functions coincide for quasi-every starting point (cf. [F80; 
AR89b] for the notion “quasi-every”). To be precise, since Fukushima’s 
framework requires E to be locally compact, we have to pass to a proper 
compactification & of E (cf. [AR89b, Proposition 3.43) and apply [F80, 
Theorem 4.3.61 there and then go back to E realizing that the notion of 
“quasi-everywhere” is the same for E and ,?? (cf. [AR89b, Proposition 4.11) 
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since the capacity associated with (I:, 0(&z)) is tight (cf. [LR90] in 
case (6.2) and [AR89a] in case (6.3)). 
(ii) The existence part follows by [F80, Sect. 6; F82]. The unique- 
ness follows from our results in Section 4 of this paper, by the same line of 
arguments as in the proof of (i). 1 
Remark 6.3. (i) Consider the situation of 6.2(i) and assume that 
Jr <k z%W z < 00 for all k E K. It was proved in [AR89b, cf. ) 
Theorem 6.61 that if there exists an (FGlt),),-Brownian motion on E over 
H (i.e., with covariance given by 2(, )H) starting at 0 E E, then the diffu- 
sion process M,= (Q, 9, (Xr)rZO, (PZ)ZEE) associated with (&‘j, D(&$)) 
satisfies the stochastic equation 
x,=z+ W,+N,, t 2 0, P,-as. (6.4) 
for quasi-every z E E. Here (N,), a 0 is a continuous E-valued process such 
that for each k E K, E’ (k, Nt)E = 16 B,(X,) ds, t 2 0, P,-a.s. for all z E E 
outside a set of capacity zero possibly depending on k (cf. Proposition 2.1 
above for the definition of 8,). By Ito’s formula (in finite dimensions!) and 
Theorem 6.2(i) it follows that M, is uniquely determined as the only 
j&symmetric Hunt process with state space E stisfying (6.4). 
(ii) We emphasize that 6.2(ii) in the case d= 1 is not covered by the 
strongest uniqueness result for E = OB’ known so far due to Engelbert and 
Schmidt (cf. [ES84]). They require (PI/~ to be locally dx-integrable, but 
our result includes for instance the example q(x) = x2 for which cp’/cp =
U/-WG,,(~; dx). 
7. THE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE-PART II: APPLICATION TO 
THE STOCHASTIC QUANTIZATION OF FIELD THEORY 
In this section we apply our uniqueness result to the case studied by 
G. Jona-Lasinio and P. K. Mitter in [J-LM85], i.e., to the stochastic 
quantization of (g(@)2-) field theory in finite volume. (For extensions to 
[J-LM85] we refer to [BCM88 J where also a uniqueness has been claimed 
in a sense different from ours; cf. [BCM88, Corollary 4.1 I), We keep as 
closely as possible to the notation and framework in [J-LM85]. In par- 
ticular, we consider Neumann-boundary conditions for the underlying free 
measure (cf. below) though other boundary conditions (as in [BCM88]) 
can be treated similarly. We start with proving that Jona-Lasinio’s and 
Mitter’s main result (i.e., proof of existence of a weak solution for the 
stochastic differential equation (7.17) below) also follows from the general 
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results in [AR89b] which were proved by a different approach using the 
theory of Dirichlet forms. 
Let A be an open rectangle in K?‘. Let (-A + I), be the generator of the 
following quadratic form on L*(A; dx) : (u, u) -+ j,, (Vu, Vu),, dx + J,, uu dx 
with u, u E (gE L*(A; dx)JVgEL*(A; dx)} (where V is in the sense of 
distributions). Let (e, ) n E N ) c C”(J) be the (orthonormal) eigenbasis of 
( -A + 1 ),,, and {A, ) n E kJ } ( t ] 0, cc [) the corresponding eigenvalues 
(cf. [ RS78, p. 2661). Define for CI E Iw 
H,:= uEL*(A;dx)l f ,I~(u,e,)f,zc,;,,<cc (7.1) 
n=l 
equipped with the inner product 
(7.2) 
Clearly, we have that 
H 
i 
completion of C” (2) w.r.t. 1) /) Ha if c( 2 0 = 
OT completion of CF (A) w.r.t. 11 )I Hb if a < 0 (7.3) 
(cf. [LM72, p. 791 for the latter). 
Fix 6 >O. Since C,“=, ,%;L-a < co, we have, applying [Y89, 
Theorem 3.21 (i.e., the Gross-Minlos-Sazonov theorem) with H := 
L*(A;dx), /I./I := ]) . )IHea, A, := (-A+1)i612, and A,:= (-A+1),“2, 
that there exists a unique mean zero Gaussian probability measure ,U on 
E : = Hh6 (called free field on ,4; see [N73]) such that 
s EC& z>2,Adz)= lVll~-, for all IEE’= H,. E (7.4) 
Clearly, supp ,u = E. For h E HP, we define X, E L*(E; p) by 
A’,,:= lim E’(kn,.)E in L2(E; p), (7.5) n--too 
where (k ), E N is any sequence in E’ such that k, n _ oo~ h in H _ 1. 
Remark 7.1. In (7.4) we have realized the dual of H-6 as H, using as 
usual the chain 
H, c Ho= L*(A; dx) c HP,, a > 0. (7.6) 
Let hEDom((-A+ l)N) ( cL2(A;dx)cE), then Es(k, h)E= 
(k h) Lqn, dx) = (k, (-A + l),,, h)H_, for each kEE’. Hence by [AR90a, 
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Proposition 5.51, (7.4), and (7.5), h is well-p-admissible and Ph = X,-A + , jNh. 
Let K be the linear span of {e, ( n E N }. Below we shall consider gradient 
Dirichlet forms (S”,, D(IE)), (a:,, O(S,&)) on L*(E; cl) as introduced in 
Section 1, but with various tangent spaces H,, c( 2 0. In order to avoid 
confusion we denote the imbedding E’ c Hj. z H, by i,, o! > 0. Clearly, 
i, = (-A + 1);’ on K. We affix a superscript c1 to the quantities introduced 
in Section 1 to express the dependence on H, (i.e., V(“), &t”, 
H’sP,a(E; K; p), etc.). It follows by Proposition A.1 (cf. the Appendix) that 
for all p > 2 
H’~P~n(E; K; p) = HkP,” (E; p). (7.7) 
Let h E L*(n; dx), n E N, and define :zn: (h) analogously as in Example 5.6 
but with (-A+m2)“* on R replaced by (-A + l)N on A. It is well known 
that : zn : (h) can also be constructed as a limit in LP(E; cl), p E [ 1, cc [, 
as follows (cf., e.g., [GJ86, Sect. 8.51): fix 12 E N and let H,(t), TV R, be 
the nth Hermite polynomial, i.e., H,(t) = Cgei ( - l),” CL,,Y 2m, with 
=n!/[(n-2m)!2”m!]. Let d~c,“(iR*), d>,O, fd(x)dx=l, and 
;z)=d(-x) for each XEIR’. Define for KEN, d,,(y):= 2*“d(2”(x-y)); 
x,yeR*. Let z,(x):= Es(dK,C,~)E, ZCE, XEA, and set 
: z;: (x) := c,(x)~‘* H,(c,(x)- ‘!* z,(x)), (7.8) 
where c,(x) := ~z,(x)‘p(dz). Then it is known that :zE: (h) := 
i;;“;!;kh(x) dx Ic+ocI* : z”: (h) both in every LP(E; p), p2 1, and 
. ., z E E (cf., e.g., [R86, Sect. 31 for the latter). The function 
z++limsup,,,:z;:(h) is then a p-version of :zn: (h). From now on 
: zn: (h) shall denote this particular version. Since H,(s + t) = 
C~=o(~)H,(s)t”-“,s,t~jW, we also have that if ZEM:= 
{zEE\limsup,,, :zE: (h)=lim,,, :zt: (h) (ER)} then z+kEM for all 
keK and 
:zm: (k”-“h) 
(cf. [R86, Sect. 31 for details). 
Now fix NE N, a,, E [w, 0 < n < 2N with aZN > 0 and define 
V(z) := F a, :zn: (In), z E E, 
?I=0 
(7.9) 
where 1, denotes the indicator function of A. Let 
cp := exp( --iv). (7.10) 
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Then cp >O p-a.e. and q ELP(E; p) for all PE Cl, co [ (cf., e.g., [S74, 
Sect. 5.21 or [GJ86, Sect. 8.61). Set 
/i := (p2./.4. 
PROFQSITION 7.2. Let keK, then cp ED(cT~J and 
av 2N -= -4 
ak c 
na, :z”-l: (k) cp, 
n=l 
(7.11) 
Furthermore, each k E K is well-j-admissible and 
L= -X(--d+1w- 5 na, :z”-I: (k) (7.12) 
II=1 
(cf: Proposition 2.1 above for the definition of pk). 
Proof: Using (7.9) and disintegration (cf. (1.4), (1.5)) it is immediate 
that rp E D(Sdk) and that (7.11) holds. The second part follows then by 
Proposition 2.1. i 
Let &F’;*, v”‘, @‘,“(E; fi), etc., be as above but with p replacing ,u, i.e., 
e.g., 
~~OL(u, v) = j- (t%,v(a) v)~. d/Z; 
Then we have 
THEOREM 7.3. (i) For each u > 0 there exists a dzffusion process 
M”= 64 yt, (Xr)r.m (PZLEE) on E associated with the Dirichlet form 
(B$“, D(&>‘)) on L’(E; ,G) (CJ: Section 6) and the capacity of (S>a, D(S>‘)) 
is tight. 
(ii) Suppose tl> 1 - 6, then there exists a continuous E-valued, 
(~2;),r,-adapfedprocess (No),,, such that for each k E K ( c E’ = Ha) 
E’(k, W)E= 1: Bi,(k)(Xs) ds, t > 0 (c$ (7.12)) (7.13) 
P,-a.s. for quasi-every z E E and such that 
X,=z+ W;+N;, t 2 0, (7.14) 
P,-a.s. for quasi-every z E E. Here ( Wj’ ), > 0 is under P, for quasi-every z E E 
an (e)taO-Brownian motion on E starting at 0 with covariance 
E,Lk<k T>S1=2t IIi,(k)ll$z=2t Ilklli-a, ta0, kEE’. (7.15) 
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Proof. (i) This follows from [AR89a, Theorem 3.61 (cf. also [Sch90]). 
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of [AR89b, Theorem 6.61, 
since (Wtao satisfying (7.15) exists because 6 > 1 -a (cf. [AR89b, 
Wi)l). I 
Remark 7.4. (i) If a > 1 - 6/2, then it follows by [AR89b, Proposi- 
tion 6.91 that there exists p: E + E, B(E)/99( E)-measurable such that 
.,(k, /?)E= flisCkj for all kEK (cE’=H,). In this case by (7.13) 
N; = j-’ p(X,) ds, t>/o, 
0 
(where the integral is in the sense of Bochner). We refer to [AR89b, 
Sect. 61 for details. Then (7.14) means that M” is a weak solution of the 
stochastic differential equation 
dX, = dW; + B”(X,) dt, xo=z, (7.16) 
under P, for quasi-every z E E. 
(ii) Let a> 1 -d/2. Using (7.12), (7.13) and the fact that 
i, = ( -d + 1 );“, we can rewrite (7.16) “informally” as 
dX,=dW;- (-d+l);-%(X,)+(-d+ 
[ 
Note that (7.17) is informal since powers 
the state space E = Hw6 invariant. However, 
rigorous. 
)z(: na, :X:-l: )I dt. n = I 
(7.17) 
of (-d + l)N do not leave 
if we take 6= cc, (7.17) is 
(iii) A weak solution of (7.17) was first contructed by Jona-Lasinio 
and Mitter [J-LM85] using a different technique, in the case N = 2, 6 = 1, 
and a = 1 -6, E > 0, under the restriction E < l/2 (which corresponds 
to a > 1 - 6/2 above). More precisely, they even assumed 0 <E < l/10 
(for technical reasons). 
Now we can prove the two main results of this section. 
THEOREM 7.5. rf a > 0, then Hi’,‘(E; ji) = H’,**“(E; K; ji) or equiva- 
lently, if 
s&4 := L(&y u + 2cp-‘(v’*‘cp, v’“‘u),u, UE~C~, 
then L(bLf)=L(b>“) is the only Dirichlet operator on L2(E;p) extending 
(Here L(&‘c,*) denotes the generator of the Dirichlet form 
Tif’, D(&$>)) an/L(&t”), L(&,‘x’) are corresponding, cj Section 1.) 
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Proof By Propositions 2.8, A.1 we only have to show that 
cp E H’s’(E; K; p) and that V’“‘(p E L4(E+ H,; ,u) for some q > 2. Observe 
that kj = A,Ta”ej, Jo N, form an orthonormal basis of H, and that by (7.11) 
[f [.fl @*pTq 
1 2N 
<2 1 na, f qy :zn-1. 
n=l K j=l 
.(ej))‘lu2 (pq du]1’q. 




.(ej))2]q’2 du < 00 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
if a >O (cf., e.g., [BCM88, Lemma 2.11 for a proof in the case y1= 4). 
Now by [AKR90, Theorem 3.41 it follows that q E Hlt2 (E; K; p). Then 
V’“)q E Lq(E --) H,; ,u) by (7.18), (7.19) and the assertion follows. 1 
COROLLARY 7.6. Zf a > 0, then the dtffusion M” in Theorem 7.3 is the 
unique (up to equivalence) j&symmetric Hunt process with state space E 
solving the martingale problem for (S,,, PC; (K)) (cf. Definition 6.1) or 
equivalently solving (7.14). In particular, if 6 = 1 and l/2 < a < 1, M” is 
equivalent with the diffusion process constructed by Jona-Lasinio and Mitter 
(cf. 7.4(ii), (iii) above). 
Proof The first part follows from Theorems 6.2, 7.5, and Remark 6.3(i). 
By It& formula (in finite dimensions) it follows that the weak (fi-sym- 
metric) solution for (7.17) resp. (7.16) if 6= 1 and l/2 <a< 1, constructed 
in [J-LM85] satisfies the same martingale problem in the sense of 
Definition 6.1. l 
APPENDIX 
Let E, i;, H, A, and p be as in Section 3, in particular (3.6), (3.7) 
hold. Assume in addition that there exists an orthonormal basis of i? 
consisting of eigenvectors of A which belong to E’. Let A,, n E N, be the 
corresponding eigenvectors normalized so that they form an orthonormal 
basis of H. Assume furthermore that the linear span K of {e, In E N > is 
dense in E’. 
Let for a > 0, 
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We want to consider gradient Dirichlet forms on L2(E, CL) with tangent 
spaces H,. In order to avoid confusion we keep on realizing E’ as a 
subspace of H according to (3.6), and denote the map imbedding E’ into 
H, by i,. It is easy to check that i, = A -’ on K. We aflix a superscript c( 
to the quantities introduced in Section 1 to express the dependence on H, 
(i.e V(” J?O,’ ., 3 ,,’ H1,P,“(E; K; p), etc.). 
PROPOSITION A.1. Consider the situation described above and let LX > 0. 
Then H’3P9”(E; K; p) = Hips” (E; ,u) for all p > 2. 
Prooj Fix p > 2 and let k “:= IZ;“*e,,nEF+J. Then {k,(nEN() is an 
orthonormal basis of H, and CJ { Es (k,, )El n E N } = g(E). For NE N let 
g\,:= ~{E,(k,,.)EJn6N} and 
F, : = {U E H1~P~“(E; K p) 1 u is ?Zxmeasurable > .
Clearly, g-C: is dense in F, w.r.t. I( I/ l,p. But for u E H’,Psa(E; K; p), 
:= E [ul gN] E FN for all NE N, since by 1.5(i) it is easy to see that 





Here E, resp. E, [ . ) BN] denotes expectation resp. conditional expectation 
w.r.t. CL. Now [AKR90, Theorem 3.41 implies that USE H1~2~1(E, K; p), 
since (a/ak, ) uN = 0 if n >/ N + 1. Then it follows by (A.1 ) that 
uN E H1VP3u( E; K; cl), hence uN E F, c Hip-%( E; II). But since /In, = - X,kn = 




for all n d N. 
Consequently, 
but for all ME N 
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where we applied Jensen’s inequality to E,, [ . ) ~43~1. Now, since 
E,[(ih/1%,)1@~] w (dz@k,) in Lp(E;p) for all IZE N and 
u E H’~2ya(E; K; p), we conclude that )I ‘7% - W)uN (1 HE =m. 0 in 
LP(& p). Because clearly uNnao. u in LP(E; p), it follows that 
UE Hip30r(E; K; p). 1 
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